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Remembering Dr. Rahman

Photo courtesy Ahmad Rahman’s Facebook page
Dr. Ahmad Rahman, an associate professor of history at the University of Michigan-Dearborn, died Sept. 21 in his Belleville home. He was 64.
By Sascha Raiyn
News Editor
AND
By OLEA HOKES
Guest Writer

Dr. Ahmad Rahman, an associate
professor of history at University of
Michigan-Dearborn, died in his Belleville
home Monday, Sept. 21. He was 64.
Students were both shocked and surprised
as they spoke amongst themselves about the
associate professor of history.
“He changed my life,” said Natasha
Gilbert, a senior majoring in math. “As I
spoke to my fellow students and told them the
news of Dr. Rahman’s death, that was what I
heard the most. Just about every person that
I spoke to told me that Dr. Rahman had a
major impact on their life.”
He was more than their professor, they
said. He was a friend, a counselor, a mentor,
an advisor and life coach.
“Dr. Rahman did much more than teach
his students,” Marty Hershock, dean of the
College of Arts, Sciences and Letters, said.
“He opened up their minds in ways that
changed them profoundly.”
Those who worked with Dr. Rahman - at
the university and in the community - said he
deftly used his own experiences to connect
to others.
“One of the things I really appreciate
about him is that he was able to make his
experiences as a Muslim, as a black man
and as a former prisoner understandable to
people from different backgrounds,” said
Chuck Warpehoski, director of the Interfaith
Council for Peace & Justice.
“His work in the civil rights movement,
his role as a Muslim fighting Islamophobia
and his active role with the Detroit Public
Schools exemplify the character of this great
man,” associate provost Ismael Ahmed told
the UM-Dearborn Reporter.
A biography of Rahman from the Charles
H. Wright Museum of African American
History says he grew up in Chicago where,
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at the Lindblom Technical High School, he
earned the highest score of any “colored”
student on a standardized test.
That score got him an invitation to study
at Harvard. But instead, Rahman chose
to join the Chicago Branch of the Black
Panther Party. He later transferred to the
Detroit Branch.
In 1971, at the age of 18, Rahman was
accused and convicted of a murder for which
he would later be exonerated.
He spent close to 22 years in prison.
A global campaign of educators, media,
politicians and activists contributed to his
sentence being commuted by Governor John
Engler in 1992.
While in prison, he earned a bachelor’s
degree in Urban Humanities and Sociology
from Wayne State University. He was still
a prisoner at Jackson State Prison when he
was accepted into a graduate program at
the University of Michigan - Ann Arbor.
Rahman received his master’s and doctorate
from UM - Ann Arbor.
“He would come to class with a wealth
of firsthand experience on the Civil Rights
movement,” said student Jacqueline Woods,
an English major. “He would not take any
excuses for not being prepared for class and
he frowned upon not knowing the lectures
beforehand.”
Woods said Rahman told her she needed
to know her history as well as she knew her
name.
Rahman joined the faculty of UM Dearborn in 2004. His areas of study
included Pan-African movements, the
history of Civil Rights and Black Power
movements in the U.S., African history and
the African diaspora.
In 2013 The Michigan Council of Social
Studies named Rahman College Professor of
the Year.
“At one time during my youth I called
myself a revolutionary,” Rahman said when
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UM-Dearborn Community
Mourns Loss of Rahman
By Ghadeer Alaradi
Opinions Editor

A memorial in honor of Dr.
Ahmad Rahman was held in
the Social Sciences Building
on Thursday, Sept 24. The
memorial was hosted by the
Black Student Union (BSU)
and the African-American
Alumni Affiliate.
Rahman, an associate
professor of history, passed
away Monday, Sept 21. He
taught
African-American
Studies and history courses
at
the
University
of
Michigan-Dearborn.
The memorial started with
the Black National Anthem,
“Lift Every Voice and Sing,”
which Rahman would play
during his first class of
every semester. The Dean
of CASL, Marty Hershock,
introduced the event with
some words about Rahman.
Hershock expressed his
condolences to the family of
Rahman.
“Rarely did I pass by
his office without seeing at
least one student consulting
with him,” Hershock said. “I
cannot even begin to count
the number of students who
have identified to me that Dr.
Rahman was the one person
who was most influential
in
their
UM-Dearborn
education.
“I know he would be
humbled by this outpour of
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Demetrio Nasol/MJ
UM-Dearborn mourned the loss of Dr. Rahman at a vigil Thursday.

love and respect.”
The next person to
speak was Leah Johnson,
who graduated from UMDearborn in May 2011 and
was a student of Rahman’s.
“Dr. Rahman was one
of the few and effective
resources that black students
had on campus,” Johnson
told the gathered mourners.
“ He kept it 100 percent real,
but he knew how to guide
you to the path of success…
I doubt that I would be in
law school if it were not for
his encouragement.”
Johnson also read the
remarks from Rahman’s
colleague, Dr. Deborah
Pollard, who wrote: “The
words ‘life of the party’ and
‘professor’ don’t go together,
but when I think of my late
colleague, I usually chuckle.
I can see him walking into

an African-American studies
meeting with a smile on his
face, knowing he was about
to say something witty.
“He was amazing at
challenging students to reexamine history and see
where people of African
descent have been major
players and voices within
it. No one was a bigger
supporter of students than
he was.”
Johnson told the story
of how she walked into her
first class with Rahman.
He started off the class by
playing the Black National
Anthem, and he told the
class:
“This class is AfricanAmerican history, which
means we will discuss
history through the eyes of

Campus Mourns Loss
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New Production Studio
Prepares Students to be Pro’s
By Courtney Morrison
Staff Writer

The Journalism and Screen Studies
department at UM-Dearborn just
opened a new and improved TV/audio
production studio.
Professor James Gilmore said he has
been working on upgrading the studio
for some time now.
“It took a while to find the funds,”
Gilmore said, who is in charge of the
studio project.
“This is my eighth year here and I
have been working on this since I got
here. Dean Hershock has been great
with supporting the studio and the
provost got behind it her first or second
year here.”
They disbanded the older, outdated
studio in the Mardigian Library and
moved into CASL. Gilmore said the
previous studio had equipment that
dated back to the 1980s.

When CASL was built, there was a
space put in for a production studio.
However, it has never been utilized for
that purpose until now.
JASS
majors
as
well
as
communication majors are the primary
students who will be using the facility.
With new state-of-the-art technology,
students will have the opportunity to
experience what it actually feels like to
be in a TV/audio production studio.
Gilmore thinks the space will be
perfect for his classes.
“It’s great for team building,” he
said. “I have about twelve students in
there at a time with me. Some are being
news anchors while others are directing
or producing.”
Being on the first floor of CASL
required the space to be covered with
noise insulating material to keep
sounds out of the student’s taping.
Other features that have been added

Remembering
Dr. Rahman
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accepting the award.
“Now I see myself as more of
a solutionary.”
Rahman has been working
with the Detroit Public
Schools creating online tools
to broaden the teaching of
African-American history.
He also created Cyberdad, a
program that matches youth
with mentors.
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Feds Rate UM-Dearborn
High for Affordability, ROI
By sascha raiyn
News Editor

The University of Michigan-Dearborn scored high on terms of affordability and return on investment according to a new Department of Education
scorecard released this month.
The scorecard is intended to provide
relevant information to students and
parents shopping for colleges and universities.
President Obama announced the
scorecard in a weekly address earlier
this month.
“Everyone should be able to find
clear, reliable, open data on college af-

fordability and value,” the president
said. “Like whether they’re likely to
graduate, find good jobs and pay off
their loans.”
UM-Dearborn’s average annual instate tuition of $9,800 is the lowest of
Michigan public universities and lower
than the $16,789 national average.
The university also scored high for
average alumni salary ten years after
enrollment. The national average is
$34,343. UM-Dearborn alumni average $47,400 ten years after enrollment.
Only three Michigan public universities
scored higher: Michigan Tech University, UM-Ann Arbor and Michigan State

University.
UM-Dearborn scored above the national average in retention and graduation rate.
The scorecard also ranks graduate
debt, debt repayment, student body demographics and academic programs.
The average bachelor’s level graduate from UM-D has $25,000 in loan
debt. They repay that debt at a higher
rate than the national average.
The university’s lowest score may
be in the area of diversity. Of its 6,793
undergraduate students, 70 percent are
white.

Students Show Their Stuff on Ford Day

Michigan Journal
Student Publication of the Univesrity of
Michigan-Dearborn

are a state-of-the-art green screen, low
power environmentally friendly lights,
a digital audio mixer and a social media
space, to name a few items.
A $50 course fee gives students a
swipe card to enter the facility, as well
as the ability to check out cameras to
shoot their projects.
Gilmore believes the space will
promote hands-on learning.
“This is our main lab,” said Gilmore.
“Just like how science departments
have a chemistry or biology lab, this is
ours.”
Students in Professor Gilmore’s
classes will begin utilizing the space
fully in October.
“Students are just starting to see the
space,” he said. “Once they do I think
they will be shocked. There are so many
great improvements and tools for them
to use.”

Representatives from Ford Motor Company visited the College of Business Wednedsday, Sept. 23.
Students were able to meet with recruiters, have
lunch and check out Ford vehicles.
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Dingell Speaks at
Constitution Day
By sascha raiyn
News Editor

Student Government hosted
a Constitution Day event
on Wednesday, Sept. 22 to
commemorate the creation of
what Michigan Secretary of
State Ruth Johnson called “a
document that changed the
course of history.”
Johnson opened the event
with a video welcome.
”Constitution Day is a good
opportunity to reflect on how
we can continue to build on
the strength and opportunity
of American democracy,”
Johnson said.
Former Congressman John
Dingell was the speaker for
the event. Dingell served as
a Representative to the U.S.
Congress from December
of 1955 until January 2015, the longest
House term in history.
Dingell said most of us can agree upon
the important principles the Constitution
is built upon.
“It needs very little in the way of
perfection,” Dingell said. “Accepting it
needs a lot in the way of perfection of the
people who serve.”

continued from page 1
black people, and if you have a problem
with that, then you can leave now.”
The crowd erupted in laughter.
“His students all knew his teaching
style and accepted it as a loving, yet firm,
kick in the butt,” Johnson said.
Another student of his, Choice Ford,
gave a few words in his honor.
“I remember him telling me: ‘You’re
a dreamer now, but you need to be a
visionary,’” Ford said. “I feel like he was
my school dad.”
The Black Student Union then played
a YouTube video tribute to Rahman,
compiling videos and photos of him.
In the video, Rahman was the keynote
speaker of the first UM-Dearborn Black
Celebratory, an annual event celebrating
graduating Black students.
Next, it was time for students who were
close to Rahman to share their words with
the audience. Student Saidah Murphy had
a statement from Dr. Gloria House, the
former director of African and AfricanAmerican Studies, who could not attend.
“He has been imprisoned wrongfully,
but with the help of many individuals, I
organized a 15-year campaign to win his
release,” Murphy read from Dr. House’s
statement.
Murphy also had a few remarks herself.

News & Notes

A round-up of news from around campus, around the
university system, around Dearborn and Metro-Detroit.

Black Student
Union Power
Mixer
The Black Student Union invites students, faculty and staff to
connect and learn about academic resources at its Power Mixer
Tuesday, Sept. 29. The event will be held in Room 1225 in the
University Center from 4:45-6:30 p.m. Refreshments will be
served. The event will include a Tribute to Professor Ahmad
Rahman.

2015 Young Author’s
Festival and Student
Writing Contest
“So you should keep your eye on the
folks that you elect to see that the system
does what it should in terms of serving the
people that it is supposed to be serving.“
“I think it was pretty interesting,” said
Muhammed Ali Mojaradi, a freshman
economy major.
Mojaradi said he felt that there wasn’t
much room from hard-hitting political
discussion at the event.

“I overall liked what he had to say,”
Mojaradi said.
Daniel Merian, the director of
enrollment, research and analysis for
the university, stayed after the event to
meet Dingell. He said he came because
of the unique perspective and knowledge
Dingell can offer.
“To think that someone had served for
six decades,” Merian said. “I mean our
nation has experienced a vast amount
of history within those six decades.”
“For [UM-Dearborn] to have an
individual like that to be available
to speak in classrooms and speak
to student groups is something that
we should be continuously thinking
about in terms of how can we make
sure we learn as much as possible
while he’s on our campus,” Merian
said.
Dingell said he hopes students will
vote, run for office and be politically
active in their communities.
“I’m going to be leaving this world
in a very short time,” Dingell told the
audience. “And this Constitution and
this world is going to be yours.”

Photos by Ricky Lindsay/MJ
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She said that her parents were close
friends with Rahman. When she started
taking classes at UM-Dearborn, she took
his class because of her mom.
“Just to know that there was somebody
like my mom or dad to watch my back on
campus was a blessing to me,” Murphy
said.
Brittane Mcgough, who served as vice
president of the Black Student Union in
2012, spoke next. Rahman was the BSU’s
advisor at the time.
“He treated us like family, and made
sure we stuck together like family,”
Mcgough said. “The difference he made
in my life will be one I will never forget.”
“I left a voicemail, sent a Facebook
message, emails, no response,” said
student Laura Michelle with tears. “He
was the first person who made me feel a
sense of pride in myself and instill in me a
sense of responsibility for my people, and
that it’s okay to be myself.”
“We need more professor Rahmans.
We need that, and the students need that.
I started to see improvements in myself,”
Michelle said.
“His presence instantly filled a void
that I didn’t know I had,” student Charday
Ward said.
Ward explained that he was always
challenging students’ minds, and that her
perspective of the world changed.
Paul Evans, a 2013 graduate, said that

Rahman helped him become a ferocious
reader, and is the reason that he is an
educator today. According to Evans,
Rahman would always say: “Be an agent
of change.”
Rob Brown, who graduated from UMDearborn in 2011, said that Rahman was a
very outspoken, smooth individual.
“He was our campus father,” Brown
said. “Everyone has to meet a Dr.
Rahman.”
The closing remarks were from faculty
members Dr. Claude Jacobs and Dr. Joe
Lunn.
“I’m going to miss the warmth, the
smile, the jokes,” Jacobs said. “There
was another journey he was on, and it
was a spiritual journey. He was a deeply
spiritual person.”
Lunn said that Rahman had three
important traits which were integrity,
generosity, and being at peace with
himself. He said Rahman exemplified
determination.
“I’ve never been so moved by an
individual,” said Natasha Gilbert,
president of Black Student Union.
“I wouldn’t have received my
bachelor’s degree without Dr. Rahman,”
Daryel Peake, a member of the AfricanAmerican Alumni Affiliate and former
student of Rahman’s.
Peake closed the event by thanking all
who helped and attended.

Did You Know?
UM-Dearborn’s Department of Public Safety offers a 24-hour escort service. Members of the university community
can request a security escort between buildings or to and from their cars. To request an escort, call dispatch and operations at 313-593-5333, or pick up one of the emergency phones found throughout campus.
Public Safety is located in the CSS building next to the parking structure. It operates 365 days a year.

The Mardigian Library is inviting children in the third, fourth
and fifth grades to submit original writing as a part of the 2015
Young Authors Festival. Students are asked to write essays,
poems and stories on the theme ‘Celebrating Our Differences.’
Winners will read their work at the Young Author’s Festival on
Nov. 14.The contest and festival are sponsored by Mardigian,
the College of Education, Health and Human Services, the
Office of Metropolitan Impact, the Barnes & Noble Campus
Bookstore and the Michigan Humanities Council.
For more information, visit http://library.umd.umich.edu/
events/YAF/.

Fall Career Fair &
Extended CSO Hours
The Career Services Office will host the Fall Career Fair
Thursday from 11 a.m. to 2 p.m. at Fairlane Center North.
The schedule includes an information session for the CIA at 3
p.m. and a 4 p.m. Interactive Intelligence Information Session.
CSO suggests students dress professionally and bring multiple
copies of their resumes.Career Service will offer extended
hours Wednesday for students who wish to prepare for the
career fair. First come, first served 15-minute sessions are
available between 9 a.m. and 4 p.m. on Sept. 30.

Detroiters Speak
Series
The Detroiters Speak Series is a “community classroom”
created by Semester in Detroit and UM Detroit Center. The
series brings together members of the community and UM
students, faculty and staff to learn about Detroit history, culture
and issues. Events are free and open to the public. Food will be
served. Each session starts at 7 p.m. at the UM Detroit Center
at 3663 Woodward Ave., Detroit. Free parking.
10/1Southwest Detroit History Through Conversation
10/8 Southwest Detroit History Through Music
10/15 Politics & Struggle Around The New International
Trade Crossing
10/29 Environmental Justice in 48217
11/5 Reflections on the State of Education in SW Detroit
11/12 Final Public Reflection on Series

Natural Sciences
Colloquia
The Department of Natural Sciences offers free research and
teaching talks on Fridays throughout the Fall semester. Talks
begin at 3 p.m. The public is welcome. Refreshments are
served. For more information, call the Department of Natural
Sciences at 313-593-5277.
10/2 Dr. Sheila Smith, University of Michigan-Dearborn Title TBA
10/9 Dr. Kate Grier, Pennsylvania State University,
Measuring Supermassive Black Hole Masses with
Reverberation Mapping
10/16 Dr. Andrew Mugler, Purdue University - Physical
limits to cellular sensing and computation
10/23 Dr. Craig Donahue, University of Michigan-Dearborn
- Title TBA
10/30 Dr. Dan Lawson, University of Michigan-Dearborn
- Title TBA
11/6 Dr. Nessan Kerrigan, Oakland University - New
Methods for the Asymmetric Synthesis of Polyketides
11/13 Dr. Daniel Kosman, The State University of New York
at Buffalo - Title TBA
11/20 Cultural and Educational Exchange Event University
of Michigan-Dearborn
12/4 Dr. Peter Oelkers, University of Michigan-Dearborn
Title TBA
12/11 Dr. Andrew Dancis, University of Pennsylvania Title
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Snapchat: Exposure to the World

By ghadeer alaradi
Opinions Editor

Did you know that the founders of
Snapchat were inspired because their friend
regretted sending a photo to someone? It’s
reported that more than 100 million users
share more than 400 million snaps daily.
That’s more than Facebook and Instagram!
At first, I thought Snapchat was stupid.
Sending someone pictures for 10 seconds
and then it getting deleted seemed a bit
pointless to me. I can just send regular
pictures to my friends. But after I
downloaded it, I strangely seemed to enjoy it.

I thought Snapchat was just a phase
and that it would die out in a short amount
of time. I was wrong. It only got more
popular as time went on. What I find
most interesting about Snapchat is the
live story feature that all users can see.
Who would’ve thought a couple of years
ago that people can see live video and picture
f r o m
places
around
t h e
world?
Places
y o u
haven’t
e v e n
heard of.
I can see what it’s like in a new city every day.
Places from Hawaii, Amsterdam, to
Indonesia are only some featured on the
live story. Traveling is one of my favorite
things to do, and I always like to learn
new things about different countries.
When Snapchat featured cities such

as Mecca and Palestine, it changed the
perspective that was featured on the news.
We always tend to judge groups of people
or countries by what we see on TV, but
this was different. This was from the
perspective of a typical person in that area.
The powerful thing about the live story
feature is that it can change people’s

the country, while Palestine was under
occupation. Snapchat then featured West
Bank, Palestine the next day. It showed
a daily life, authentic perspective, which
would never be shown on the news. It
showed what it was like to live in these places
as a civilian. Small things such as weird
restaurants or views from windows are what
made it very personal.
Even celebrities and
Internet personalities
give out their Snapchat
username to offer a
more personal look into
their lives. This is their
opportunity to show the
world who they really
are, and not what the
media says about them. They’re in control
of how they present themselves to the world.
Snapchat can be a powerful tool
for
famous
personalities
or
even
ourselves. It’s a chance to show the
world our lives from our perspective.

“The powerful thing about the live story feature is that it
can change people’s ideas and views about a city, country,
or group of people. It is far more personal than what we
see from a journalist’s perspective. It is actual daily life.”
ideas and views about a city, country, or
group of people. It is far more personal
than what we see from a journalist’s
perspective. It is actual daily life.
When Snapchat featured Tel Aviv, Israel
on their story, it sparked outrage on Twitter.
People demanded to see the other side of

Share Your UM-Dearborn Story:
Hadia Bokhari
By AISHA NADEEM
Staff Columnist

The first share goes to Hadia Bokhari, a freshman here
at University of Michigan-Dearborn. It’s important to
share her experience of the first week of school because
she has an entire group just like her —new students
finding their place here at school and in the next stage of
their lives. Hadia explains her nervous moments and how
she overcomes them, hoping to show others they can do
the same. She makes a point we all sometimes forget; we
are all here with dreams and goals, so let’s make it the best
experience for each other. Whether you’re a freshman, a
senior or a staff member, there is a place at this university
for you and there is a way to make each day amazing in its
own way.
- Hadia Bokhari
- Freshman
- Major: Undecided
As a freshman, getting to know UM-Dearborn was nervewracking at first. It was a whole new world compared to
high school; there were so many classes, so many faces
and so many responsibilities.
I would constantly make sure I was in the right place at

the right time, uneasily checking my phone. I would clutch
onto my bag in the hallway and aimlessly search for a
familiar face where there was none. I had trouble speaking
to authorities about real responsibilities like paying my
tuition on time or registering for classes.
Everything seemed so difficult and suddenly going back
to high school didn’t seem like such a bad idea — until I
spoke up about it. I was in class, passing back the sign-in
sheet, when I mustered the nerve to tell the girl sitting in
front of me that her manicure was gorgeous. She thanked
me and returned a compliment that actually made my day.
From there on, we instantly became friends and class
wasn’t so bad anymore. We related on the nervousness we
were feeling being new here.
I approached more and more people throughout the day
and it started feeling more comfortable to me. I learned
something even more important at the coffee stand the
other day. I had been waiting in line for quite some time,
figuring out what I wanted to get. When I got to the front of
the line, I paused, and casually complimented the cashier
before ordering. Little did I know that he was having a
rough day and my compliment was well-appreciated.
I didn’t think much of it at first but then I realized how
important that moment actually was for me.

I wasn’t necessarily just surrounded by positive people,
but I, Hadia Bokhari, was one of those positive people.
I also had the ability to make someone else feel more
at home while they’re feeling out of place here. It was
then that it occurred to me that I don’t need to be worried
anymore.
Everyone is here for the same reason — they have a
dream that they want to pursue. However, we all deal with
life. We all have our ‘bad hair days’ and ‘flat tires’ but we
end up in the same place — just trying to get through it.
We can dream of big things like to become a doctor or an
artist, but our everyday lifestyle is what matters.
These are the days where we’re going to look back and
think of all the good times we spent here. These common
goals may bring us all in a similar path in our lives, but
we are the ones who get each other to that destination.
So there’s no need to be afraid of growing up and talking
to strangers. Join a few clubs, make some friends,
experiment with your hobby and learn something new.
This is something that everybody is going through so it’s
okay to be nervous, but don’t let it stand in your way. Hold
your head up high in the halls and breathe — this will be
a fun semester.

Now is the Time for Johan Franzen
to Hang up the Skates
By Erick Lehman
Managing Editor
@Elehman29

On Jan. 6, 2015, Johan Franzen
was blindsided by Rob Klinkhammer
of the Edmonton Oilers, suffering
a major concussion. It wasn’t his
first, and probably won’t be his last.
It’s not as if I’m wishing a
concussion upon Franzen, but
he will continue to play for the
Detroit Red Wings this upcoming
season, nine months after taking
the hit that lingered for a long time.
Franzen spoke briefly back in
April, stating the toughest challenge
was being unable to play with his kids.
“For two months you can’t pick
up your kids or play with your kids
for more than two minutes,” Franzen
told Ansar Khan of MLive.com in
April. “It makes you think a little bit.”
In the spring, Franzen began
lightly skating, but admitted he
would have setbacks in the afternoon
and at night. Often headaches
would ensue midway through a
workout, and nausea would set
in. According to Khan, Franzen
basically did not leave bed for the
first two months after the injury.
“I got up and tried to do whatever
and got a migraine and had to shut

right down,” Franzen told MLive.
Franzen
saw
multiple
specialists and tried multiple
procedures to try and work through
everything to get cleared to play.
Fast forward to present day.

Franzen has been cleared to
play, and made his triumphant
return to the ice on Thursday in a
preseason game against Pittsburgh.
While Franzen returning to the ice
is a great thing to see, his concussion

play hockey. Franzen admitted to
MLive on Thursday before the game
that he still has headaches, and that
he has just learned to live with it.
Franzen has two kids, and a family.
He is 35 years old. One more hit could
seriously put living a healthy life
in jeopardy. Franzen said in a
recent interview with Brad Galli
from WXYZ (channel 7) that one
more hit and he is likely done.
But why risk it? Why not
just retire now? Franzen should
not take a risk and continue his
playing career. When you have
kids and you’re a professional
hockey player, wouldn’t you
want to be able to skate with
your kids and teach them how to
play the game the way you did?
There is too much at risk for
Franzen, who has had a series of
concussion problems, to continue
playing the game. I am not
saying step away from the game
completely and leave it all behind,
because that is tough for any
professional athlete, whether they
retired for health reasons or not.
Franzen, do yourself a
favor and walk away while
you’re still healthy and can
Photo courtesy of isportsweb.com. make the decision yourself.

history is alarming. The fact that
the guy could not make it through
complete workouts this summer
without having to quit midway
through and go lay down makes
me wonder how he was cleared to
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The Adventure Awaits

By laura sanchez
Staff Columnist

For those who haven’t been
following my articles this summer
at the Michigan Journal, I’ve been
writing a retrospective series about
my study abroad trip to Spain.
I received an overwhelmingly
positive response to all of these
articles, so I was hesitant at
writing my last culminating
article to sum up my experience.
I didn’t really know which words
to choose to conclude with, or
which experiences to retell, or
which of my thousands of pictures
to add to the article. I postponed
writing it up until this moment,
when I finally feel comfortable
with the idea of me being a senior
and wrapping up these loose ends
in my life, including those that I
don’t necessarily want to close.
As I was sitting down to write
this article, quite coincidentally,
one of my study abroad friends
happened to upload the rest of her
Spain pictures to Facebook. As
I received the notifications that
showed that I had been tagged in
about thirty pictures, I couldn’t
help but laugh. Apparently, not all
of us had closed that chapter in our
lives either. I glanced through the
pictures and the memories came
flooding back: taking the metro
to the beach at 6 a.m. to watch the
Valencian sunrise during one of

our last days, saying goodbye to
our fabulous Spanish friends and
professors, using our fans in the
intense heat, visiting all of the top
tourist attractions, getting lost in
winding corridors and eating our
favorite chocolate pastries. We all
look so tan and carefree, enveloped
from the sweet, sheer bliss of
being in such a beautiful country.
During our last days, I started
composing a list on my phone
titled “Things I will miss about
Valencia.” I hadn’t read that list in
a couple of months, and as I did a
short while ago, more memories
came flashing back. I wrote down
that I would miss hearing the same
popular Enrique Iglesias song
every single place we went to, and
the voice of an automaton woman
saying, “Próxima parada…” (next
stop) every time we went on the
metro. It was the little thing of
going to a coffee shop every day,
and hemming and hawing over
which type of Spanish coffee to
order, or hearing the ‘clack’ that
my hand fan made when I opened
it to cool off in the heat. I’m so
glad that I wrote down these little
things that I would miss when I
was gone, because it’s the little
things that are often forgotten
first, but are the most important.
The night before I left Valencia,
my host mom taught me how
to make a traditional Spanish
tortilla (a variation of an omelet).

As she quickly chopped up the
ingredients, and placed them into
the sizzling, olive oil-covered pan,
I realized that this would be the last
time that I’d properly eat Spanish
food. No matter how many times I
would try to recreate this dish (and
believe me, I have), it will never
taste the same as it did during that
month. That was one of the best
parts of living with a host family
– the authenticity of the food, the
affableness of the family, learning
unique Spanish expressions I
wouldn’t have learned elsewhere.
I could go on forever writing
articles and verbally raving about
this experience, but I think I have
exhausted the amount of words
to succinctly describe it. I’ll be
eternally grateful that I have these
memories, these pictures, and
now, this series of articles to fully
explain my experiences. And now,
what’s next? I don’t think that I’ll
be traveling as extensively as I did
this past year for a while (although
monetary contributions to my travel
fund are greatly appreciated), but
I always welcome the possibility
of the unknown. My next greatest
adventure will be my venture
into senior year, graduation, and
full-fledged adulthood, and as
always, I’ll document it as best
as possible in my favorite ways
– taking in the small moments,
photographing them, and of
course, writing about them.

Photo courtesy of Laura Sanchez.
Early morning beach sunset.

Student Voice

“Jewish Student Organization because we try to find a relevant
way to have a Jewish voice on campus.”

“Political Science Association because it allows stuedents to
have a safe political discourse on campus.”

- Alon Samuel

- Mawj Mohammed

What is your favorite organization
on campus and why?

“The Biology Club, because I met a lot of great students and
faculty. The events held enhanced my college experience.”

- Mustafa Abdullah

5

“Minority Association of Premedical Students (MAPS) because
I participated and benefited from the programs.”

- Ekene Ezeokoli

“Students for Islamic Awareness (SIA) because it challenges the
current media representation of Islam and breaks down stereotypes
in an era where Islam is misunderstood.”

-Tahira Abbas
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Imbruglia’s Original Unoriginality
By SARAH DROGHEO
Guest Writer

Male,
by
Natalie
Imbruglia, was released
by Sony Music on July 31.
It is her first album in six
years (since Come to Life,
released in 2009). Imbruglia
is perhaps best known for her
single “Torn”, from Left of
the Middle released in 1997.
This song was regularly
and harmoniously played
on radios across the world
throughout the late 90s and
early 2000s. She took the
world by storm with her
distinct voice, raw emotion,
and unmatchable charisma.
However, many soon forgot
about Imbruglia after the
initial popularity rush from
“Torn.” Several albums and
years later, Imbruglia may
have just reclaimed her fans’
devotion.
Male is a cover album
that is listed under the genres
of pop, pop-rock, and indierock. However, it also has a
somewhat folk music vibe to
it that her prior albums lacked.

This is not necessarily a pro
or a con — just a difference.
The album covers songs
from various male artists and
groups (including Zac Brown
Band, Daft Punk and Tom
Petty) — hence the title Male.
The album begins with
“Instant Crush” (Daft Punk)
— perhaps intentionally to
send the message that you’ll
form an instant crush on the
album. Whether intentional or
not, this song draws you in and
leaves you asking for more.
It is my personal favorite, as
its repetitious refrain is very
classic Imbruglia in its rhythm
and tone. The second song on
the album is “Cannonball”
(Damien Rice). It initially
feels like it may be a slower
song, but it eventually picks
up in pace and interweaves
into itself the inspirational
message that life teaches
us to embrace uncertainty.
“I Will Follow You into the
Dark” (Death Cab for Cutie)
is presumably the most
melancholy and poignant
song on the album. The lyrics

stating, “If there’s no one
beside you when your soul
embarks, then I will follow
you into the dark,” express the

Stevens). This is an absolutely
gorgeous end to the album. It
almost has a resolving feel to
it that makes the album feel
complete.
Perhaps
Imbruglia
is speaking
directly to
her
fans
when she
sings, “I let
my music
take
me
where my
heart wants
to go.” She
fearlessly
t r i e d
something
that’s quite
Photo courtesy billboard.com
out of her
undying loyalty between two element with Male and may
people as they journey into be saying, “I needed to do
the unknown. A particularly this album simply because it
fun song on the album is felt right.”
From a critical standpoint,
“Friday I’m in Love” (The
Cure). It is an upbeat, bubbly the feedback is generally
and lively piece that would quite positive. Billboard.
go perfectly in a folk-dancing com says “Imbruglia brings
setting. The final song on the her feathery femininity,” to
album is “The Wind” (Cat otherwise masculine songs.

Concert Review:
Twenty One Pilots

By Jessica perez
Guest Writer

The crowd begged for an
encore from Twenty One
Pilots on Saturday, Sept. 19
after their sold-out show in
Rochester Hills came to an
end.
Fans of all ages filled
Meadow
Brook
Music
Festival, sporting the band’s
signature
red
beanies,
‘skeleton clique’ hoodies, and
‘Blurryface black’ painted
hands and throats (a metaphor
for feeling suffocated by
one’s insecurities).

Twenty One Pilots, which
consists of Tyler Joseph
(vocals/piano/ukulele/
guitar) and Josh Dun (drums/
trumpet), played a dynamic
set at the outdoor venue with
over twenty songs, including
their popular radio hits “Tear
in My Heart,” “House of
Gold” and “Car Radio.”
They also performed a
mash-up of six favorites:
“Hometown,” “Pantaloon,”
“Semi-Automatic,” “Forest,”
“Screens,” “Ode to Sleep,”
and a ukulele version of
Elvis’s “Can’t Help Falling in

Love.”
Just about every audience
member knew every word to
each track, and they chanted
proudly in unison.
Dun’s
and
Joseph’s
high energy and theatrical
personas kept the crowd
engaged, from climbing onto
platforms and back-flipping
off things to being held up by
the audience while beating on
water-covered drums for their
grand finale.
During an intimate intro
to the band’s favorite song,
“Trees,” Joseph expressed

how much it means to them
that their music has touched
so many lives. Their fans
help remind them of why
they started making music in
the first place — to give kids
hope and to reassure them
that no matter how dark the
world may seem, they’re not
alone.
Confetti rained down as
Twenty One Pilots took a
final bow, the crowd shouting,
“One more song!”

Likewise, All Music Guide
says that Natalie has “always
been a sweet, pleasant crooner
and Male plays to those very
strengths.” One critique that
many fans seem to have is
that it is simply an album
filled with covers and doesn’t
feature any of her original
work. While this is true, one
could argue that it is simply
refreshing to see Imbruglia
back in the music industry in
the first place. Additionally,
others are speculating that
it could be a prelude to her
going back full-force with
an original album in the near
future. Perhaps she is just
testing the waters for now.
Either way, it can never hurt
to enjoy eloquent lyrics and
vocals, regardless of if the
lyrics came from that specific
vocalist.
I personally enjoyed
this album for many reasons.
First, I appreciated the fact
that Natalie had the courage
to try something different than
her norm. The combination
of this confidence with her

talent helps her to pull it off.
Secondly, I find the album
to be catchy in an untypical
way. Unlike many songs on
the radio that stick with you
because of their novelty,
this album sticks with you
because of its quality and
emotional appeal. Finally, I
find all of the songs to have
an uncomplicated, charming
quality that isn’t always
present in modern pop.
Instead of trying to utilize the
latest high-tech sound effects
and to appear as contemporary
as possible, Imbruglia lets the
gentle instrumentation and
vocals speak for themselves.
As one can see, Male is
a bright, unique and alluring
album that has a feeling of
being both classic and fresh.
For all of these reasons, I
would recommend it. Anyone
who enjoys pop, pop-rock, or
folk music will be able to find
something they like about the
album. If you’re in the need to
switch up your usual playlist,
take a listen to Male and relish
in the melodies.

Restaurant
Review:
Cedarland

Photo courtesy of cedarlandrestaurants.com
By ayesha sheikh
Guest Writer

Tyler Joseph performs in Detroit last fall.

Amber Ainsworth/MJ

Photos courtesy of cedarlandrestaurants.com

In 25 years this place hasn’t
changed much. Cedarland
Restaurant has been in the
same spot at 13007 Warren
Ave. in Dearborn, under the
same management since its
opening. I think that attests to
its quality of service and food
if it can stand the test of time.
Walking in, the first thing
that captures your eye is
the beautiful mural of the
Lebanese landscape that
takes up most of the back
wall. It gives the restaurant
a homey feel that makes the
atmosphere relaxing and
casual. Large booths line the
walls that can seat up to six
and large tables that can seat
much bigger parties or can be
separated fill in the center of
the restaurant.
In its quarter-century
of
business,
Cedarland
has attracted a diverse set
of clients who have been
enjoying their halal food
since their opening. I am one
of them. Since I was born, my
family has eaten at Cedarland
for all sorts of occasions, big
and small. A favorite of mine
from their menu is the Cedar
Plate. Priced at $29, you get
a hefty serving of differently

prepared meat and chicken,
from skewered meat to
delicious strips of shawarma.
The dish also comes with your
choice of rice or fries and any
choice of salad, my choice
always being the fattoush.
The shawarma is one the
best sellers at Cedarland.
Always made fresh and
cooked to perfection; the
meat melts in your mouth.
You can get a plate, like the
one mentioned above, or try
out one of the sandwiches.
However, they do serve a
plentiful amount of other
traditional middle eastern
dishes that are just as good, if
not better.
Vegetarians won’t miss
out either with Cedarland’s
assortment of vegetarian
mediterranean dishes such
as potato or tomato kibbee,
falafels or Musaka to name a
few.
All dishes are moderately
priced, from $3-15 for most
single items and entrees,
but come as rather large
portions that you’ll be happy
to ask for take-away to enjoy
later in the day. Check the
full menu at their website
cedarlandrestaurants.com.
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Michigan Artists Bring Passion to Detroit

Photo courtesy of Ahmad Malik
By sabrina Gregory
Guest Writer

Instagram has always been
a great social tool in bringing
people together to take photos
and videos!
As the Insta-community
has grown around the
world, so have InstaMeets.
InstaMeets are where people
from all over come together

to connect, explore and create
with other creatives. On Sept.
15, urban explorer, Ahmad
Malik (@detroit_chiver) and
other Detroit creatives held
an Instagram Meet-up at the
Masonic Temple located at
500 Temple St. in the Cass
Corridor of Detroit.
“I traveled to few different
cities and saw how connected
their community
was and I missed
that connection
between Detroit
photographers,”
said Malik of his
motivation when
creating Detroit’s

“The whole idea
was to put names
and faces together.”
-Ahmad Malik

Instameet.
Setting a record of 333
visionary
people
who
attended was just one of
the incredible outcomes for
Detroit's InstaMeet. People
came from all over Michigan
— some from Lansing — all
to experience the great vibes
and networking that goes on
during these meet-ups.
First walking into the
Masonic Temple, attendees
were able to explore alone or
with friends on the first floor
in the theatre. About a half
hour later, everyone got split
into small groups to do tours
of the 14-story theatre that

Song Review:
“The Beach”

By Amber Ainsworth
A&E Editor

In their most recent
release, “The Beach,” The
Neighbourhood brings a tone
and vibe to the track that
is comparable but entirely
unique in comparison to
previous singles.
The song is mellow, with
a few noticeable highs and
lows. As with their most
recent work (“R.I.P. 2 My
Youth”), there is a multitude
of sounds constantly going on
throughout the song. Subtle
ambient noise adds a calm

aura to the track that ties
Jesse Rutherford’s vocals and
all the many sounds of the
song together in a smooth and
catchy piece.
Considering the other
songs the band has released,
“The Beach” is one of
the calmest, with the
instrumentals
remaining
almost a constant volume
throughout the duration of
the song. The band somehow
manages to produce hit after
hit flawlessly, changing up
their sound enough where
all the music isn’t the same

while still staying true to their
music that has been attracting
fans since their start in 2011.
“The
Beach”
draws
listeners in without ever
completely disclosing full
meaning; it’s something that
just grasps because it is so
enigmac.
Similarly, the song and the
band itself continue to uphold
the same mystery that has
surrounded them long before
they became a recognizable
name.

holds history since the 1920s.
Individualistic photographers
filled the rooms tilting their
camera, getting in that
uncomfortable position and
all for the "perfect shot."
Organizers of the event did
an amazing job structuring
the tours and making sure
that everyone got to see the
ins-and-outs of the Masonic
Temple. It's remarkable how
so many people can come
together and create this
comfortable, creative and
unique atmosphere that gets
everyone networking and
collaborating.
"It's amazing," laughed

Hana Mattar (@hanamkat), a
Detroit-based photographer.
"You can find so many
different people that have so
many different styles come
together because they're all
passionate about Detroit and
art."
On Instagram, user
@northpolar51,
commented
on
Malik’s
picture from the event, saying,
"Thanks in such a big way!!
This was my first InstaMeet
and I had a really good time.
I am so appreciative for the
opportunity to meet fellow
IGers. You guys did a great
job putting this all together."

Each InstaMeet is held at
a new location every time.
If you'd like to know more
about future Insta-MeetUps, follow @detroit_chiver
on Instagram. If you'd like
to connect or just admire
Detroit photographers and
videographers work, here are
some of my favorites:
@tonydetroit,
@tony.bennett,
@cameraguyal,
@_nazgul,
@chromakeydreamcoat,
@j_bibb,
and @animadurkar.

Coming Soon:
Movie Releases
Pan

Victoria

Big Stone Gap

The Final
Girls

The
Walk

Steve
Jobs

Photos courtesy of imdb.com
Photo courtesy of thenbhd.com
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Get to Know:
Amnesty International

September 29, 2015

Brookelynn RuggirelloMJ
On Sept. 22 from 11 a.m. - 2 p.m., UM-Dearborn’s chapter of Amnesty International held a social event in the University Center to showcase their human rights campaigns.
By BROOKELYNN
RUGGIRELLO
Student Life Editor

What does Amnesty
International do?
Jessica
Bacheldor,
executive
director
of
marketing and outreach:
“We are one branch of
an international group:
Amnesty International. It
speaks for itself. And we
basically promote, raise
awareness, raise money,
try and get the word out
and protest against human
rights violations. So, it can
be locally, it can be world
wide, it could be another
state over. As long as there’s
a human rights violation,
or something we personally
feel could be stopped, we try
and advocate for it and get
the word out.”
How is the organization
structured as a whole? Do
you get instructions from
an administrative branch
or promote issues on your
own charge?
Yousuf Ali, director
of internal affairs: “Yes
and no. The reason why is
because there is some sort
of centralization in that the
group was founded in the
U.K., and by nature that’s the
biggest group. And there’s
obviously a U.S.A. branch
and what they basically do
is do research into causes,
preferably in their locale but
sometimes international, and
then they’ll release reports
on these causes. A lot of the
times, there will be letterwriting campaigns. Like for
example, to Ambassador of
X country to free journalist
X who has been imprisoned
for nonviolent offenses.
Things like that. But, at the
end of the day it’s up to the
branches which particular
causes they choose. Like
they don’t have someone
telling them, ‘oh, you must
choose this cause because
we said so.’”
You hosted an event
on Tuesday, Sept. 22 that
showcased some of your
campaigns. What kind of
projects are you working
on?
Zeinab Jamil, executive
secretary: “I focused on
maternal health. I knew
that women’s rights was
something I wanted to bring
to people’s attention. My
mother being a woman who
just gave birth a couple years
ago, I was passionate about
it because she kind of had a
scare through her pregnancy;
she had deficiency and
malnutrition, she didn’t take
care of herself as well as
she should have, so I really
wanted to go into that topic
and we didn’t even really
realize how some females
in the U.S. don’t take care
of themselves when they
are pregnant and how such

a big percentage of them try
to go for C-sections which
apparently, it [sic] affects
the child and either the baby
does not survive or it affects
the woman herself after she
gives birth. I focused on
South Africa - there was a
very small village - I believe
it’s called Burma. They
[women] have absolutely no
clinics to go and be treated
throughout their pregnancy
or no vitamins available to
them. They also, if they want
to go to a clinic, they have a
huge amount of HIV going
around in the area. If they
were to go be tested for HIV,
they would be embarrassed.
They worry about their
reputation, they worry about
everybody knowing who
they are. A lot of the men
prefer to not use condoms
during sexual intercourse
and they know they have
HIV, so they end up passing
it on to the mother. So,
that was really important.
I thought I’d bring it to
people’s attention.”
Bacheldor:
“Mine
was a little less thorough,
more broad. I did human
trafficking, which is kind of
what I’m heading up next
semester. So, a lot of people
don’t know that Detroit and
Michigan in general is one
of the worst states for human
trafficking. We are so close
to the Canadian border, we
have the Canadian bridge,
especially during the autoshow in Detroit. There’s
not enough police to really
keep track of the people
coming in and all the people
coming in to like see the
cars or just who live on
the streets. So, that’s when
human trafficking goes up.
But I focused on the borders
mainly because a lot of
immigrants are promised
jobs coming in or they’re
promised papers or don’t
get the papers at all, or
they get them and they’re
revoked because they can.
One woman was actually
paid 30 cents an hour to
work 12 hours a day, had no
communication with friends
or family and it’s just
horrible the conditions they
were forced to work in and
a lot of the times when they
are actually saved, they get
treated like criminals and
just deported. They have
no rights. What I’m trying
to go for is raising money
for a local metro-Detroit
shelter, maybe getting some
petitions as well or the shelter
I was looking at actually
gives little supplementary
[hygiene packages].”
Ali: “The event that
I covered was about the
Rohingya.
Basically,
they’re an ethnic group
from Myanmar, specifically
Rakhine state, and basically

they’ve been denied their
citizenship, they can’t vote,
they’re ghettoized, they’re
incited against. It’s a very
serious situation and for
that reason, a lot of them
have had to flee to other
countries. Out of a total
population of 2 million
world wide, 700,000 are
living outside of Myanmar
as refugees. So, it’s a very
big refugee crisis. And as
for why I chose it, obviously
there’s the aspect of people
being killed and having to
leave their homeland but
also because I kind of felt
that it’s an orphaned cause.
It didn’t get as much press as
some of the other ones and I
feel that part of what makes
Amnesty great is that it’s not
about following trends or
jumping on the bandwagon,
it’s very consistent in its
devotion to causes and I felt
like that would be fulfilling
the purpose by choosing this
specific group of people.”
Why did you get
involved with Amnesty
International?
Bacheldor: “For me, I am
just a sophomore here and
I’m a little baby. I came in as
a freshman and I was in the
honors college so I knew a
lot of the orientation leaders.
I kind of got involved
because Afifah [president of
the UM-Dearborn chapter
of Amnesty International],
who’s also in the honors
college, was super outgoing,
she’s very bright, she really
wants to get to know you.
She really took the time to
get to know you, she talked
about what their events
were, what their plans were.
She was very down to earth
and she really wanted to
know what I was about and
what I was interested in.
So, I just kind of wanted to
make friends, but once I got
into it, I really fell in love
with the cause, I fell in love
with the people.”
It became so much more
than just a club you were
in?
Bacheldor: “Yeah, the
people I work with - they’re
passionate about what they
do, they care, they all had
different things they’re
passionate about and I love
that so much because so
many people just plead
ignorance but we don’t do
that and I love being around
people who don’t plead
ignorance.”
Jamil: “I actually just
joined Amnesty last year
but I had known Afifah for
two years. I’m one of the
Student Events building
managers at the front desk
and that’s how I met her and
aside from being passionate
about the organization, her
personality just makes you
want to be around her all the
time and really get involved

in what she’s doing and she
really drew my attention and
she told me: ‘you know it’s
very easy to bring attention
to these kinds of topics, but
do you actually do anything
about it?’ I can talk to you
about a certain topic like
Syrian refugees all day, but
are we gonna actually go
and take action? And that’s
something that I really
loved and how committed
everybody is, how we work
outside of school and we
come after our classes. We
had a meeting the other
day at 8:15 and I was here
till about 10:00 working
on things. So, we’re really
passionate. We wanna show
people that we’re putting
effort into it. Also, just
because I on a daily basis
get notifications on my
phone about things going
on around the world and
it’s like ‘oh, what a shame
this happened.’ Well, I can
actually act upon it because
I know somebody and I
know people who can help
me out.”
Ali: “Unlike the other
two, I cannot really say
that me joining Amnesty
International was because
of me knowing a specific
person or anything like that.
Although, I completely agree
with what both of them said
about Afifah; she’s a very
outgoing person, very nice
and all of the other stuff.
As for myself, I actually
knew about Amnesty before
coming here. Freshman year
of high school, I believe
my brother took me to one
of their meetings. And like
I alluded to earlier, I was
simply impressed by the
wide array of causes that
they were covering. For
example, at that meeting,
we signed a card to a
person who was about to
be executed based on very
little evidence. So, I felt like
that really connected to me
because it wasn’t just about
quote-unquote ‘my people’
or helping others. It was
about helping everyone who
needed help, regardless of
whether or not they’re wellknown or famous.”
What do you all believe
is the biggest human rights
issue that we face today?
Bacheldor: “Right now,
I feel like the one that’s
current and going on would
either be the police brutality
within our nation or the
Syrian refugees because a
lot of people don’t know
about the Syrian refugees,
or they brush it under the
rug. Even I claim ignorance
to certain parts and I don’t
want to do that. It’s a really
big issue.”
Jamil: “I definitely agree
with Jessica - the Syrian
refugees. And also, in my
opinion,
discrimination

towards faith and towards
race. That’s always been a
problem for awhile, but I
feel like it just keeps getting
worse and worse. I don’t
know if you heard the story
about the student named
Ahmed - that’s a really big
deal. You can’t just judge
somebody off of something
they did because of their
religious
faith.
That’s
something that I think is
really important.”
Ali: “As for myself, I
would agree that Syrian
refugees is the largest
problem - certainly the
one on the largest scale
- a country of 20 million
people, half of its people
are displaced or refugees.
However, I would like to
broaden it out to include
other refugee populations
like the Rohingya. Also,
the Palestinians and Central
African Republic. There
are a variety of refugee
communities and internally
displaced
peoples
that
basically don’t have a home
and by not having any home,
you lose all of your rights your rights to travel, and
sometimes even your due
process.”
What does that do to
your psyche? What do you
think about the people that
call them “migrants?”
Jamil: “I mean, it’s just
pretty insane because you
don’t know what they’re
going through. You don’t
know how hard it was for
them to even get to the
position that they’re in how they had to sneak their
way through, how they
had to come with only the
clothes on their back and
nothing else. It’s just not fair
and that brings up the topic
of statelessness and it’s 10
million people who don’t
have a nationality.”
B a c h e l d o r :
“Additionally, for instance,
my neighbors actually are
immigrants, and from where
they came from, they were
doctors. They had degrees,
they were very prestigious.
But they came to America
- I believe they were forced
to - and here, one of them
is a substitute teacher, the
other works at Famous
Hamburger. People think
it’s so easy to leave, or they
just downgrade it or brush
it under the rug because it’s
not their own problem, and
that is just abhorrent in my
opinion.”
What would you say
to people who “plead
ignorance?”
Bacheldor: “Personally,
I would say that look at
it as yeah, you can plead
ignorance and your life
will be happier, but look at
everyone who is suffering
because of your ignorance.
Because you turn a blind

(eye), there are people out
there dying, starving, and
even animals too. Not a
human right necessarily, but
there are so many things.
People are being tortured,
being thrown in jail and
people are saying ‘it’s not
my country. I don’t care,’
or they try and minimizing
an issue by saying, ‘oh, you
wanna let in migrants, but
what about the veterans on
the street?’ Why not instead
of you complaining about
veterans, you look for other
solutions to maybe help
them out? You can research,
you can put together an
organization. Be active
instead of just complaining
about things people are
doing.”
Jamil: “Adding on to
that, being at this school, we
have so much diversity and
you meet so many different
kinds of people and it’s
like countries I’ve probably
never heard of myself. You
think about that person’s
background. I was born and
raised here. I hadn’t seen my
family overseas in ten years.
I just went this summer. You
get to see the difference in
your lives and you really do
appreciate where you are
at the moment. But then, I
have that privilege because
I was born here. What do
you say about people who
don’t have that opportunity?
They look at me and say: ‘I
wish I can live in Michigan,
and be able to go to school
and drive around like you
because I don’t have a
car.’ Nobody really sits
down and thinks about
that because you already
have everything. And that’s
probably why they’re so
ignorant. They’ve never
experienced it themselves.
Before going this summer,
I didn’t ever think of that
stuff before I went there. No
electricity, you’ll be taking a
shower and the water shuts
off. Like, we really are not
used to that.”
Ali: “In addition to
the point about pleading
ignorance, I have found
that a lot of people also
plead powerlessness. But
the thing is, that’s not
really true because ordinary
people have a lot of power.
For example, just the other
day, an Egyptian journalist
was released from prison
because of a massive online
campaign. Do you think that
could’ve happened if people
weren’t tweeting about it,
writing letters and making
Facebook posts? The point
being is that in this day of
mass-communications and
social media, you have a lot
more power than you think
you have and you should not
let it go to waste.”
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Friends of the Rouge hosts workshop
for riverfront property owners
By BROOKELYNN
RUGGIRELLO
Student Life Editor

According to a press release issued by Friends of the Rouge,
the nonprofit organization dedicated to preserving the Rouge
River will be offering classes to property owners along the
riverfront.
“Friends of the Rouge and the Alliance of Rouge
Communities invite property owners along the Rouge River
and inland lakes to attend a class where they will learn how
to protect their property from the impact of flooding while
improving water quality. Workshops will be held weeknights
from 6:30 p.m. to 8:30 p.m. on Sept. 24 in Canton, Sept. 29
in Franklin and Oct. 6 in Novi. Workshops are free and open

to everyone, including residents who may live outside of the
communities hosting the workshops.
“Riverfront property owners have a special connection to
the river. They relish in the beauty provided by the river and
anguish over the flood waters that carry away their land and
leave trash and woody debris in its place,” reports Cyndi Ross,
River Restoration Program Manager for the Friends of the
Rouge. “We aim to help these residents care for their land
to reduce the impact of flooding as well as protect the Rouge
River.”
“Stormwater is a leading source of pollution in urban rivers
like the Rouge. Rain carries chemicals and bacteria from
residential lawns, roads and parking lots to the river through
storm sewers. Surges in flow following rain destroys habitat

for fish and other life in the stream. The result is the death of
these animals in spite of the water quality improvements that
have been made over the past 30 years.
“Simple, low cost solutions are available to reduce erosion
and improve habitat in the river. Attendees will learn about
the river’s health, what they can do at home to improve water
quality and what type of work near a lake or river requires
a permit from the Michigan Department of Environmental
Quality. They will also learn about a project has been done to
restore the streambank at the Historical Mill Race Village in
Northville.
“Registration is required. Space and materials are limited.
Those interested in attending may register by calling 313-7929621 or visit http://therouge.org/687628/.”

Column: Experiencing Hispanic Heritage Month

Photos courtesy Julianne Saad

On Sept. 25, members of the Latin American Student Association (LASA) and students from all cultures gathered together to learn how to salsa dance to celebrate Hispanic Heritage Month.
During the week of Sept. 21, The Office of Student Engagement and the Latin American Student Association
(LASA) hosted two events in celebration of Hispanic Heritage Month. Read Guest Columnist Julianne Saad’s reflections on “Soup & Conversation” and “Salsa Night.”

By JULIANNE SAAD
Guest Columnist

“Soup & Conversation”
For week two of Hispanic Heritage month, I joined junior
Brenda Hernandez and the Office of Student Engagement for
Soup and Conversation in the University Center. Paired with
Picasso’s chicken tortilla soup (which was to die for, might I
add) our conversation topics were generations and music.
Hernandez and I talked about what it’s like to be a
second-generation Hispanic-American for her, and I talked
about what it was like to be a second-generation ArabAmerican.
“I normally find others in my culture that are secondgeneration just like me, and it’s really nice to have that
connection with them, and to have something that we can all
relate to,” Hernandez said.
For me, I can say that most of the other Arab-Americans
I’ve met throughout my lifetime are second-generation like
me, and I agree with Hernandez when she says it’s nice to
have something we can all relate to.
For example, just the other day, I was out shopping
with my father and we ran into a friend of his from back home
and a conversation instantly sparked between them. Back in
Lebanon, everyone knew everyone, and since my father’s
generation has come over to the United States, nothing has
changed; everyone still knows everyone. My father’s friend
also had his daughter with him, so I looked over her and
jokingly asked, “Does this happen everywhere you go, too?”
referring to our fathers constantly running into people they
know from back home. It is nice to have others who can relate
to that.
Our next topic of discussion was music, and how that has
influenced us our entire lives.
“I can’t listen to rock in English; I like it much better in
Spanish,” Hernandez said.
I asked her how Hispanic music has affected her family
gatherings.
“As a family, it brings us together. It’s one of the ways we
can bond.”
As a parallel, Brenda talked about how her Hispanic family
reacts to American music.
“My sister had a quinceanera in Mexico, and she’s a big
Ariana Grande fan, so we surprised her with her own little
music video to one of her songs. When it played at the party
all of my family members who aren’t normally exposed to
American music kind of looked around and were telling
each other, ‘Wow, this is such a cool song; I’ve never heard

something like that before!’ and that’s just an example of an
inverse reaction of how other cultures react to our popular
music,” Hernandez said.
For me, I associate Arabic music with weddings or
engagement parties, because that’s mostly where I hear it, and
that’s how it’s been since I was little. So when I’m driving
down Warren Avenue in east Dearborn and someone has
their window open and I can hear Arabic music playing out
of their car, my mind automatically goes to the memories I
have as a child of when I was first being exposed to that kind
of music and the dances that go along with it. It’s those kind
of memories that make me really appreciative of the fun that
comes along with my culture.
It is the parallels that there are between these two
cultures, and every culture, that I find really beautiful. Of
course there are different styles of music, different languages
and different world backgrounds, but one thing is the same: the
experience we all have when our families are brought together
by the music, or food, or just the sake of being together. Every
single culture has this strong sense of family and it parallels
one another, and it’s just those small difference in culture like
food or music that make every culture unique, and to me that’s
really beautiful.
To further celebrate Hispanic heritage month, join
us next week on Wednesday, Sept. 30 for Hispanic Heritage
Month Trivia, on the UC stage at 11:30 a.m. – 1:00 p.m.
“Salsa Night”
On Sept. 25, members of the Latin American Student
Association (LASA) and students from all cultures gathered
together to learn how to salsa dance to celebrate Hispanic
Heritage Month. The event at The Union at Dearborn was
absolutely amazing. The room was filled with beautiful
decorations, chips and salsa and diversity.
Partners were paired off and the night had begun. Our
instructor for the night, Maria Maldonado (a senior studying
international business), and her partner, Matt Snella (the vice
president of LASA and a junior studying international studies),
made the art of salsa dancing look easy. Unbeknownst to me,
Maldonado and Snella had just met that evening, yet they had
this amazing chemistry, which seemed to rub off on all of the
other couples in the room. Maldonado had also learned how
to salsa dance this time last year, and now she’s using her
developed skills to teach others something that is important to
her.
There were couples that had never met before
and then there were couples that were married and totally
comfortable around each other. I have to give thanks to my
amazing partner for the night, Luke Sabella, a sophomore
studying microbiology, who I had never met until that night.
As expected, at first it was a little awkward, just as it was for
some of the other couples in the room. Neither of us had ever
salsa danced before and we were both a little nervous, but as
the night went on we started to get much more comfortable
around each other, and it was really, really great. I walked
into the room completely terrified because I was going in
there alone and totally jumping out of my comfort zone, but I
walked out of the room with this sense of accomplishment and
happiness, thankful that I had gone and had had a great time.
Salsa dancing is important to Hispanic heritage as
belly dancing or the Dabke is to Arabian culture.

“I didn’t grow up as a traditional Puerto Rican, and I didn’t
get to know a lot of my culture when I was younger, so salsa
dancing and other types of Hispanic traditional dancing is a
way for me to get in touch with my culture and do something
that I enjoy and something that I’m good at,” Maldonado said
when I asked her why salsa dancing is important to her. “It
is a part of my heritage. Just like food is a big part of culture,
dancing is also a huge aspect of it, so I love that it’s fun and
that it’s a good workout, and I love how I can use it to get in
touch with my culture as well.”
I also got the chance to talk to the president of LASA,
Laura Sanchez, a senior studying international studies. I
asked Sanchez why Latin American dancing is so important
to her.
“Dancing is a way to connect with other people at weddings
and family gatherings and quinceaneras and it’s just really
fun. I love dancing and I love the music because it gives
me a chance to hang out with my friends and to really get in
touch with my culture and have a really good time,” Sanchez
said. “I’m really excited about how many people showed up
tonight, there’s so many students from different cultures and
it’s so great to see them come together.”
As for me, I was a dancer for twelve years. I did
ballet, tap and jazz, and like Maldonado, it was something that
I really loved, and still do, and going to Salsa night reminded
me how much I really love to dance. As a child I would go
to weddings and engagement parties and think to myself: “I
can’t wait to dance because I can show off all these things I
learned in class.” But it wasn’t until a little later until I learned
about the cultural dances that are to be done at weddings, and
then I really got the chance to incorporate something I really
loved into my culture. With my cousins, I would learn how
to my move my hips a certain way, and how my arms were
supposed to go, and it was a really great bonding experience,
as well as a chance to express this side of me that some of my
family had never seen before (a side that I’m really proud of).
Dancing in any culture is an important way to connect
with others, and the culture itself. And like Sanchez said
earlier, it’s great to see people of all cultures and different
backgrounds coming together to have fun, and maybe even
try something new. Thank you to LASA and the Office
of Student Engagement for putting on such a wonderful
event. Experiencing other cultures and trying new things is
so important to me. As much as it scares me to jump out of
my comfort zone, I’m so thankful that there are chances to
do so like Salsa Night, and that’s one of the beauties of the
whole collegiate experience, and the University of MichiganDearborn. There’s always something new to try, and so many
ways for students to get involved.
Join us next week on Wednesday Sept. 30 for Hispanic
Heritage Month Trivia, on the UC stage 11:30 a.m. – 1:00
p.m.to do so like Salsa Night, and that’s one of the beauties
of the whole collegiate experience, and the University of
Michigan-Dearborn. There’s always something new to try,
and so many ways for students to get involved.

Join us this week on Sept. 30 for
Hispanic Heritage Month Trivia,
on the UC stage 11:30 am – 1 pm.
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Darboh’s Wild,
American Week
By ricky lindsay
Editor-in-Chief
@RLindz35

The best week of Amara
Darboh’s life began with him
becoming a United States citizen and ended with one of the
greatest catches in Michigan
football history.
The Wolverines’ wide receiver couldn’t help but flash a
smile when recollecting on it.
“It was a great week,” Darboh said, “(a) great way to end
it, too.”
Darboh shined in Michigan’s 31-0 win over Brigham
Young Saturday, but it all started with his U.S. citizenship test
Monday. He was born 21 years
ago in a war-torn Sierra Lione
that took his parents’ lives. He
has lived in the U.S. the past 14
years after immigrating from
Western Africa.
Darboh found out he passed
immediately after taking the
test. Becoming a U.S. citizen
was the final step in a long
journey.
“I’ve been here since I was
seven… and growing up here,
I kind of considered myself
American too, not forgetting
my background,” Darboh said.
“Getting this final step… it
feels official now.”
Darboh spoke to the Michigan football team after Wednesday’s practice, the night before
becoming a U.S. citizen. The
team has a “wise words” session after every practice, and
given his recent accomplishment, it was his turn to speak.
So he thanked his teammates,

like tight end Khalid Hill, for
their support through his journey to citizenship.
“It’s great. I didn’t even
know,” Hill said. “I’m like,
‘You’re about to be a U.S.
citizen?’ He’s like, ‘Yeah.’ I’m
like, ‘That’s amazing, I never
knew it.’ It’s a great thing.
“I can’t really say how it
would feel, but for him, that’s a
huge thing, to finally become a
U.S. citizen, probably vote and
do all the stuff you couldn’t do.
I felt that was a great thing and
a great accomplishment.”
Darboh took his oath to become a U.S. citizen Thursday
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Player of the Week:
Ryan Pickell
By Hannah Genig
Sports Editor

Cross country star Ryan
Pickell was named player of
the week with his impressive
performance at the Spartan
Invitational this month. Pickell won the competition for
Photo courtesy of Michigan football’s David Turnley
player of the week with an
Amara Darboh became a U.S. citizen Thursday.
overwheming 9,000 vote tally.
“Everybody was geeked…
Darboh’s
accomplishment
The Michigan Journal
with a party afterwards that in- It was like a top-10 catch,” Hill sports staff sat down with him
cluded hamburgers, cake and said. “If it doesn’t make top and learned about his success
balloons. “It was much more ten, I’ll be mad.”
in running.
Rather than celebrating his
than I ever expected it to be
MJ: How long have you
catch, Darboh got right back been running competitively?
like,” he said.
On Saturday, Darboh took up for the next play, trying to
RP: I started running cross
the field and listened to the keep his emotions at bay. His country in eighth grade and
Star Spangled Banner for the grab extended the Wolverines’ track in seventh grade and
drive, and there was business I’ve stuck with it ever since.
to attend to.
I got really serious about it
“I didn’t try to do too much my sophomore year of high
because it was just a third down school.
catch,” he said. “I knew we had
MJ: What has been the
to get the play… keep the ball highest point of your career?
moving and try to score. I got
RP: The Calvin Invita-Amara Darboh, Michigan receiver a little excited but tried to get tional, my freshman year at
back to the huddle and then get UM-Dearborn. At that meet, I
at the U.S. District Court in first time as an American. the drive moving.”
set my PR for the 8k (5 miles)
Darboh caught a touch- which was 27:41. That’s a
Detroit. The usually-monotone He played an integral role in
press conference version of Michigan’s win over BYU. down pass later in the game. 5:32 pace.
Jim Harbaugh perked up when But his first catch as an Ameri- USA chants filled Michigan’s
MJ: How do you get
can — a 21-yard reception on locker room as he was award- pumped up before a meet?
asked about Darboh’s week.
“He’s so good because he’s Michigan’s second drive of the ed a game ball for his efforts,
RP: As a team, we’ll do a
a do-stuff-right guy all the game — was one to remember. according to Harbaugh. Dar- chant before each race when
Darboh was in man cover- boh broke the team down on
time. Having the chance to
everyone is up at the line.
be around Amara, (becoming age, and quarterback Jake Ru- “USA.”
MJ: What is your most
The best week of Darboh’s
a citizen) meant so much to dock figured he’d give him a
embarrassing moment?
him,” Michigan’s head coach shot. “The ball got a little more life began and ended with two
RP: One of my races in
said. “The picture that (pho- outside than I wanted it to,” extremes.
high school. It was my fresh“That was a great way to do
tographer) David Turnley got Rudock said.
man year and during a sprint
No worries; Darboh leapt, it, became a U.S. citizen and
of Amara with the 90-year-old
medley relay. So two people
lady in Detroit, that’s power- twisted his body and speared had a great catch,” Hill said. ran 200s, one person ran a 400
ful. It speaks volumes on how the ball with his left hand. The “Two positives in one week, and I ran an 800 last. We were
fortunate we all are and how catch was similar to New York that’s pretty crazy. But that’s winning by so much after the
Giants’ star Odell Beckham him.”
much gratitude he has.”
first three guys, that I barely
The Wolverines celebrated Jr.’s famed grab last season.

“I’ve been here since I was
seven...getting this final
step... it feels official now.”

had time to get my warmups
off. So when I took my sweats
off, my running shorts came
off with them. I finished the
race in just my compression
shorts and didn’t even notice.
We won by about 45 seconds
though. Everyone was saying
“You ran so fast you ran your
shorts off.”
MJ: Who do you look up
to?
RP: Definitely my parents.
They’ve been super supportive of me my entire life. Also,
Quinn Osgood who is our assistant coach right now. He’s
always at our practices and
is very supportive. And of
course, Joe Horka, our head
coach. He’s a great guy, always takes the time to talk to
us and coach us individually
and is always encouraging the
team.
MJ: How do you feel
about playing at UM-Dearborn?
RP: I came here specifically because I wanted to run
cross country and it’s been a
great time. The team is really
close with great chemistry.
Both the guys and girls teams
work together really well.
MJ: What is your outlook
for this season?
RP: It’s looking pretty
good so far. As of right now,
we’ve had three races and the
weather and course conditions
haven’t been the best. Luckily,
we’re heading to Orlando, FL.
for the Disney cross country
classic on Oct. 10.
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Men’s Soccer Falls to Rochester College
Photo courtesy of Sabrina Gregory
Men’s soccer falls to Rochester College on Sept. 22.
By JOSH YOUNG
Guest Writer

On a night that featured
nearly 25 different players
seeing the field for the
Wolverines, the University
of
Michigan-Dearborn
hosted Rochester College
for the second time in
nearly ten days at Edsel
Ford High School Tuesday
night. Unfortunately for
the Wolverines, they fell by
a final score of 3-2.
Rochester opened up
the scoring in the 23rd
minute of the first half,
but the Wolverines were
quick with the rebuttal on
a blast from center back
Adam Valentine in the 41st
minute.
The second half featured
an early momentum shift

in favor of the Wolverines.
Richard Hodnicki received
a lead pass, sprinted up the
left side and bended the ball
into the box from about 30
yards out. This resulted in
the Rochester goalie falling
out of place, where Dennis
Szczechowski buried it
home in the 9th minute of
the second half.
Unfortunately,
things
went
south
for
the
Wolverines shortly after.
Rochester tied the game
after
applying
heavy
offensive pressure in the
28th minute of the second
half, and a questionable
handball resulted in a
Rochester penalty kick
with just two minutes
remaining, giving them the
lead and eventual victory.

“The referee judged that
it hit the hand of one of our
players in the box. It was
his moment in the spotlight
and he took it,” said head
coach Matt Quirk on the
penalty kick that resulted
in the Wolverines’ defeat.
When
asked
about
their next opponent, the
top team in the nation,
Davenport
University,
junior midfielder Evan
Behrendt was nothing but
optimistic.
“I thought we played
pretty well tonight for the
most part. We just need to
play a more complete game
as a team and we should be
alright,” Behrendt said.

Stover: Wolverines Prepare
for Conference Play

By JERAMY STOVER
Staff Columnist

At this time last year, the
University of MichiganDearborn men’s soccer
team was scratching their
heads. They were off
to a 0-6 start, dropped
their first two conference
games, and had been shut
out three times during the
stretch.
Fast forward to this year
and the wind is blowing in
a much different direction.
The Wolverines are 3-3,
and have shut out their
opponents in their three
wins.
When conference play
started last year, they were
still searching for their first
win. With only conference
games the rest of the way,
it’s the confidence this
team has from its early
success that sets it apart
from last season.
“(The team) is used to
winning, they’re used to
scoring goals, they’re used
to holding leads, which we
never got to practice in a
formal environment last
year because we never had
Photo courtesy of Sabrina Gregory
the lead, we were never
Juinor Aaron Johnson makes a great save againt Rochester College.
defending a lead,” head
coach Matt Quirk said.
“How do you get good at it
if you never practice it? So
(we’re) very confident.”
And there is good reason
to be.
Through six games last
year, the Wolverines had
scored just four goals and
had given up 24. This year,
they have scored 16 goals
and have only given up

Wednesday, Sept. 30
4 P.M.

VS.

eight.
Heck, there is even one
player on the team who has
more goals so far this year
than the entire team scored
at the same point last
year. Sophomore Richard
Hodnicki has five goals on
the season, which includes
a hat trick he scored in the
conference opener against
Concordia.
After scoring four goals
in his freshman campaign,
Hodnicki worked on two
key elements over the
offseason that is making
him a dangerous threat
when he has the ball.
“I’ve worked on my
finishing
and
being
composed in front of (the)
goal,” he explained.
But it’s not just the
offense that is propelling
this team to new heights.
Junior goalkeeper Aaron
Johnson had a 158 minute
shutout streak going that
was eventually snapped
against Rochester on Sept.
22. He and Junior Erick
Beas have combined in
allowing opponents to
score one and a half goals
per game, a much improved
stat from last season.
Johnson’s play this year
has certainly been noticed.
In fact, he was just
recently named the player
of the week among the
entire Wolverine-Hoosier
Athletic
Conference.
The rest of the team’s
confidence level in the
junior
goalkeeper
are
soaring after his strong
start.
“AJ is a class goalkeeper
and I think that as a
team we all have a lot of
confidence in his ability,”
sophomore
midfielder
Brody Hall said. “On any

given day we can believe
I’m getting clean sheets
against any team.”
But the team’s success
didn’t just happen at the
start of the season. As
Quirk has stated before,
the team had a much
improved offseason this
year compared to last, and
it’s fair to say his players
agree.
“Our
team
bonding
this year, in my opinion,
is better than last,” Hall
said. “We returned a lot
of older players, so in
general we have a lot of
good leadership as well as
a relatively strong group
of freshmen.”
The strong bond of this
team has made practices
even better. It has allowed
the guys to push each other
and even criticize each
other in an efficient way.
“We work a lot on
pushing
ourselves
in
training,”
Hodnicki
said,
“making
your
teammate better by giving
constructive criticism and
being competitive in our
scrimmages.”
With a couple of
nationally ranked teams
in the Wolverine-Hoosier
Athletic
Conference,
making it to the top is
no easy task. But as the
season is unfolding in front
of us, the Wolverines are
showing they may just be
ready to go toe-to-toe with
the best in their league.
“Being 1-0 in conference
is a big confidence boost
considering how strong
the WHAC is,” Hall said.
“However, I don’t think
we’re sitting on anything.
We’re still hungry for
wins and know it’s a tough
task.”
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Michigan Pummels BYU

Photos by Amber Ainsworth/MJ
Michigan dominates BYU on Sept. 26.
By ricky lindsay
Editor-in-Chief
@RLindz35

Michigan needed to make
a statement before Big Ten
season.
It did that and more
against Brigham Young
Saturday, pummeling the
22nd-ranked team in the
nation 31-0.
The Wolverine (3-1)
defense, which has been
a very strong the past few
years, outmatched BYU (22) in all phases of the game.
They held their opponent to
105 total yards and inched
closer to becoming an elite
unit, handing the Cougars
their first shutout in 12

years.
“The defensive staff,
(defensive coordinator) D.J.
Durkin and the guys did a
great job.” Michigan head
coach Jim Harbaugh said.
“To only give up 105 yards,
I don’t know if I’ve ever
been a part of one of those
kinds of shutouts.”
BYU’s
freshman
sensation Tanner Mangum
was
under
constant
duress against Michigan’s
defensive line. It totaled
five quarterback hurries
and sacked Mangum —
who looked like a first-year
player for the first time all
season — three times. He

could only muster 55 passing
yards on 28 attempts.
On the other side of the
ball, it appeared it would be
an uphill battle for Michigan
right from the start.
The Wolverines went
three-and-out on the opening
drive after Jake Rudock
didn’t see a wide-open Jehu
Chesson deep down the field
on the game’s first play.
But the offense responded
immediately, scoring on five
consecutive drives to bury
BYU.
Statistically
speaking,
Rudock bounced back,
completing
14-of-25
passes for 194 yards and a

touchdown. And when he
wasn’t opting to pass or
handing it off to a running
back, Rudock was taking the
ball himself. He rushed for
33 yards and two scores on
10 carries.
De’Veon Smith rushed for
a game-high 125 yards on 16
carries, but his biggest play
was a 60-yard touchdown in
the second quarter. Smith
took the handoff and was
lodged in a scrum. He kept
chugging and powered
through, but one defender
— defensive back Michael
Davis — remained. Smith
broke at least three of his
attempted tackles to reach

the end zone.
“To be honest, I thought I
was down for a second, but
then I put my hand down
to the ground,” Smith said.
“Once I got to the second
level, I knew for a fact that
I was not letting (Michael
Davis) tackle me. It kind of
made me want to score even
more.”
The long run caught the
attention of Harbaugh.
“(I thought), ‘Wow, can
this happen again?’ Plus 50yard run for a touchdown,
those don’t happen maybe
once a season. At any level
of football, they don’t occur
that often,” Harbaugh said.

“To see the second, the third,
the fourth, the fifth, the
sixth effort; spinning, just
churning; heck of a job.”
Smith injured his right
ankle in the third quarter,
limped off the field and
was carted to the locker
room
for
evaluation.
Donning a walking boot as
a precautionary measure,
he said he expects to play
next week; Harbaugh shared
the same sentiment, noting
that Smith’s x-rays were
negative.
Michigan opens Big
Ten play next week against
Maryland in College Park,
Md.

Smith Keeps Chugging
By RICKY LINDSAY
Editor-in-Chief
@RLindz35

De’Veon Smith thought
he was down.
Michigan’s
junior
running back entered a
scrum of linemen on a carry
in the second quarter. He
kept chugging, churning,
anything to break through
and find an opening.
Smith wasn’t down, and
with one defender separating
him from the end zone, was
determined not to go down.
He broke at least three
attempted
tackles
by
Brigham Young’s Michael
Davis for the improbable
60-yard score.
“To be honest, I thought I
was down for a second, but
then I put my hand down
to the ground,” Smith said.
“Once I got to the second
level, I knew for a fact that
I was not letting (Davis)
tackle me. It kind of made
me want to score even
more.”
Fifth-year
quarterback
Jake Rudock thought Smith
was down. He doesn’t know
how he escaped the scrum,
but was pleased he did.
“He kept moving a little
bit, then he broke out of
that, probably saw me
jumping...Then he got down
and (Davis) was on him... I
don’t know what he did, but
whatever he did, I was just
extremely hyped and happy
for him,” Rudock said.
Smith injured, expects
to play vs. Maryland
Michigan’s leading rusher
against BYU (125 yards on
16 carries), left the game
in the third quarter after
injuring his right ankle.
Smith had a heavy limp
while walking off the field
and was carted to the locker
room for evaluation. He
wore a walking boot in the

postgame press conference
as a precautionary measure,
but expects to play next
week.
“It’s a little bit sore,”
Smith said, “but that’s about
it.”
Michigan head coach Jim
Harbaugh thinks Smith’s
status will be good, noting
his x-rays were negative.
Woes against ranked
foes end
BYU entered Saturday’s
game vs. Michigan ranked
No. 22 in the AP Poll. The
Wolverines have struggled
against ranked teams, losing
five straight games. Since
2010, they’ve lost 14 games
against foes appearing in the
poll.
That wasn’t the case
against BYU. The 31-0
victory was Michigan’s
first win against a ranked
opponent since No. 14 Notre
Dame in 2013.
Harbaugh’s NFL ties
remain
Harbaugh left the NFL
after last season, but
he
admitted
following
Saturday’s game that he
continues to watch the
league’s games. Not because
he misses it, but because he’s
trying to gain a competitive
advantage.
“I get some good plays off
(the NFL games),” Harbaugh
said. “We had one in today
that got tipped. It was a
nice play that the Baltimore
Ravens ran last week and
scored a touchdown on.”
Michigan ranked 22nd
After demolishing BYU,
Michigan entered the AP
Top 25 poll and sits at No.
22. It’s the first time since
2013 that the Wolverines are
ranked. BYU was ranked
22nd entering Saturday’s
game.

